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Abstract

Damping properties of plant fiber composites have been quite widely investigated based on

macroscale techniques. Considering their heterogeneous and hierarchical microstructure, it is also

necessary to study their damping behavior at the microscale to provide better insight into the dissi-

pation origins and mechanisms. This article proposes a characterization of the dynamic mechanical

properties of flax/GreenPoxy composites at microscale using dynamic grid nanoindentation tech-

nique. Two loading protocols are used: the classical Continuous Stiffness Measurement method

(CSM) and a new method called Constant Amplitude Measurement method (CAM). Results show

experimental protocols (CAM or CSM) do not have significant effect on storage modulus while they

significantly affect the loss factor. The grid nanoindentation technique also provides an interesting

map of the viscoelastic properties at the microscale in the cross-section of the composites and the

damping contribution of the various components are highlighted.
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1 Introduction

Fiber-reinforced composite materials are getting more attention due to their excellent properties

in terms of specific strength, fatigue, and damping [1, 2]. Because of environmental impacts concern,

plant fibers are becoming alternative materials on account of their abundant reserves, renewability,

low cost, and lightweight [3, 4]. Previous studies indicate that the damping properties of tested plant

fiber composites (PFCs) are much higher than those of synthetic fiber composites (SFCs) [5, 6].

Many existing researches have been achieved to investigate the damping properties on various

temperature and frequency ranges at macroscale based on Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and

modal analysis [7, 8]. However, plant fibers are more complex than synthetic fibers. Their hetero-

geneous microstructure, hierarchical organisation, complex morphology and moisture sensitivity lead

to specific and complex static, dynamic, and fatigue behavior, including nonlinearities, couplings and

moisture activation [9]. This complex structure, involving a heterogeneous polymeric composition,

various cell wall layers and their interfaces as well as a central void (lumen) could also be at the origin

of additional energy dissipation mechanisms in plant fiber composites, when compared to more tra-

ditional composites. It makes the damping sources more complex to comprehend since they combine

with the ones commonly observed in synthetic fiber composites, which are related to the viscoelastic

nature of the matrix, the friction at the interface between fibers and matrix, and the inelastic and

irreversible behaviors such as plasticity and/or damage [2, 6].

During the past few decades, for plant fibers and plant fiber composites, nanoindentation was

successfully used mainly to determine the static mechanical properties [10]. Among other, the static

mechanical properties of the flax fiber wall were investigated [11] and the reduced modulus and

hardness in the cross-section of flax or sisal fiber composites were explored [12, 13, 14]. Similarly,

in-situ measurements of the static mechanical properties of the constituents of hemp/GreenPoxy

composites were realised using grid nanoindentation by Perrier et al. [15]. Wood cell walls have also

been quite widely characterized using nanoindentation in different environments [16, 17, 18]. When

it comes to time-delayed properties, Keryvin et al. [19] determined the viscoelastic properties of flax

fibers using nanoindentation creep tests.

Access to time-dependent properties of materials through nano-indentation was already men-
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tioned in the paper by Pharr & Oliver in 1992 [20]. Dynamic NanoIndentation (DNI) using harmonic

component in the excitation has been proposed by Asif and Pethica [21]. Continuous stiffness mea-

surement is typically performed during the loading portion of the indentation test by superposing an

harmonic excitation on the monotonically increasing indenter load. This technique has been quite

widely used for different materials and shown to be a powerful technique to measure the local time-

or frequency-dependent mechanical properties. As an example, Lu and Shinozaki [22, 23] have de-

veloped a precisely controlled piezoelectric microindenter to measure the storage modulus (E′) and

loss factor (tan δ) of thin film materials. Herbert et al. [24] compared the complex modulus of PVC

(highly plasticized polyvinyl chloride) measured by DNI with that of DMA and results show that the

difference is less than 15 %.

However, some limitations were reported in other references. It has been observed that the mea-

sured quantities such as storage modulus and loss modulus (E′′) are not only influenced by material

features, but also by the experimental setup itself. Furthermore, for high-density polyethylene, den-

sity has been found to be a sensitive factor on the measured E′ and E′′, while the harmonic amplitude

was shown to have a limited influence on these mechanical properties from 5 to 50 Hz [25]. Kramer et

al. [26] suggested that the penetration depth should be less than 10 % of the thickness of the sample

to avoid the effect of deformation from the substrate. Besides, Deuschle et al. [27] emphasized that

the preparation of the surface has a significant impact on the accuracy of the test results.

Up to now, the existing literature has been mostly focused on damping at macroscale or static

mechanics of Plant Fiber Composites (PFCs) at the microscale [6], the present study fills the gap by

identifying the damping properties of PFCs at microscale. Meanwhile, an alternative technique called

Constant Amplitude Measurement method (CAM) is developed to measure the damping without in-

cluding the effect of plasticity compared with CSM method. Finally, a map of dynamic mechanical

properties on the cross-section of the composites is proposed to show the contribution of each com-

ponent.
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2 Material and methods

2.1 Material and its fabrication

In this work, measurements were realised on a flax/epoxy composite and on pristine epoxy poly-

mer. The neat GreenPoxy (GE) was made using the SR GreenPoxy 56 prepolymer and SD7561

hardener supplied by Sicomin (France). The resin and hardener were mixed following a mass ratio

of 100:36 in a mould and then cured in a ‘Fontjine Grotnes TPC 321’ thermocompression device at

60◦C for 16 hours, and then post-cured at 100◦C for 1 hour after cooling at ambient temperature for

24 hours.

The unidirectional flax/GreenPoxy composites (FGUD) were manufactured using the unidirec-

tional FlaxTape 110 from LINEO and the SR GreenPoxy 56/hardener SD7561 epoxy system. The

composite plate was prepared by hand impregnation and cured at 60◦C under a pressure of 3 bar for

1 hour, and then it was post-cured at 130◦C for 1 hour [28]. The resulting fiber volume fraction was

approximately 47 %.

The GE and FGUD plates were finally laser cutted into coupons with size of 65 × 13 × 3.5 mm3.

All the samples were stored in a climatic chamber with 23◦C and 50 % RH for at least 4 weeks after

cutting to ensure that they reached their moisture content equilibrium.

2.2 Preparation for nanoindentation tests

FGUD coupons were embedded in a fast curing acrylic resin at ambient temperature. FGUD was

mounted following the fiber direction shown in Figure 1 in order to perform the nanoindentation on

the transverse cross-section of the composite. After the curing of the acrylic resin, the surface of the

embedded specimens was finally polished with 40 nm colloidal alumina suspension.

Fiber direction

Transverse direction

Acrylic resin

Thickness direction

FGUD composite sample

Figure 1: FGUD sample for nanoindentation tests
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2.3 Experimental setup

2.3.1 Instrument

All the nanoindentation tests were carried out in a UNHT System (Ultra nanoindentation tester)

supplied by Anton Paar. It can be used to characterize the mechanical properties of polymers, films

and bio materials at nanoscale on a temperature range from ambient temperature up to 200◦C and

at relative humidities up to 90 % at ambient temperature. The maximum load of UNHT system is

50 mN with a 3 nN resolution and it can perform a test within 50 µm in depth with a resolution of

0.1 nm. The indenter used in the system was a three-sided pyramid Berkovich tip with a half angle

of 65.3◦ measured from the axis to one of the pyramid flats, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The Young’s

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the used indenter are 1141 GPa and 0.07, respectively.

m

F(t)

Ki Di

S D

Instrument

Sample

65.3°

(a) (b)(a)

Humidity Chamber Nanoindentation instrument

Figure 2: (a) shape of Berkovich indenter, (b) dynamic mechanical model of viscoelastic material in the test system
[29]

When considering a homogeneous isotropic material with a linear viscoelastic behaviour, a simple

model describing the dynamic behavior of the nanoindentation system is a single-degree-of-freedom

spring-mass-damper, as shown in Figure 2 (b) [24]. The spring is composed by a combination of the

indentation head and the reference head. A simplified model takes into account only the indentation

head. The calculation of storage modulus and loss modulus are determined as follows [24]:
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where Ki and Di are the stiffness and damping ratio of the instrument, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of

the indenter, β is 1.034 for a Berkovich, m is the mass of the indenter. For the instrument used in
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this work, the value of Ki, m and Di are 2346 N/m, 1.9 g and 0.0364 Ns/m, repectively. A is the

projected contact area, F0 and h0 are force and displacement and δ is the phase difference between

force and displacement, ω = 2πf and f is the frequency of the harmonic loading.

2.3.2 Methods for the determination of the viscoelastic properties

• CSM method

Dynamic nanoindentation is usually performed with a harmonic force which is superimposed to the

monotonic increasing force (CSM method), as shown in Figure 3.

When neglecting the influence of the instrument stiffness and damping, storage modulus (E′) and

loss modulus (E′′) are determined as [24]:

E′
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, (3)
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√
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A
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The tangent value of δ is used as loss factor. For tests realized with the CSM method, the phase

difference is automatically computed by the nanoindentation software (Indentation 7.2.5r).

• CAM method

Although CSM has been widespread used, it should be noted that the quantities measured with CSM

method result from elastic, viscoelastic and viscoplastic properties at the same time. Therefore, a
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Figure 3: (a) Protocols for viscoelastic properties measurement of CSM and CAM method (b) Typical load-displacement
curve
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constant amplitude method for damping identification, labeled CAM method, is proposed in this

work. The loading path is represented in Figure 3. It consists in first applying monotonic increasing

loading and partial unloading phases. The unloading phase is stopped at a certain load level which

is then maintained for a given time. Then, a sinusoidal load with constant dynamic and mean

amplitudes is applied. After the desired number of harmonic periods at the selected frequency, the

load is then monotonically decreased down to zero. In case several frequency values are required, the

corresponding excitations can be applied successively with the same mean value. This load-path is

similar to the one used in most of the DMA protocols to prevent the measured viscoelastic properties

to be interfered by plastic strains.

The labeled ’CSM+CAM’ method is used to do the comparison between CSM and CAM methods

on the same indentation position to avoid the uncertainty from different measured samples or posi-

tions. This procedure starts with a typical CSM analysis and then comes to the same setup using

CAM method after the maximum load.

• Signal processing and viscoelastic properties determination based on CAM method

A specific signal processing technique was developed to identify the viscoelastic properties from the

data recorded during this type of test. The signals of load and displacement as a function of time

were extracted from the data files generated by the apparatus. The flow diagram of post-processing

for damping identification is drawn in Figure 4. The post-processing starts with an estimation of ω

through Fast Fourier Transformation on the whole harmonic signal. Then, a time interval (2nπ/ω,

n=2) is selected to make a nonlinear fitting of load versus time, and displacement versus time signals

using the following functions,

P (t) = P0 +Re(P̄ ejωt), (5)

with P̄ = PR + jPi, (6)

D(t) = D0 +Re(D̄ejωt), (7)

with D̄ = DR + jDi, (8)

and j =
√
−1, (9)
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Figure 4: Post-processing of the load and displacement for damping identification

where P (t), D(t) are the force and displacement time signals, P0, PR, Pi, D0, DR and Di are deter-

mined by fitting. Then the phase difference δ between the load and displacement can be obtained:

δ = angle(
P̄

D̄
). (10)

The stiffness ks can be obtained by,

ks =

∣∣∣∣ P̄D̄
∣∣∣∣ . (11)

The storage modulus E′ is then determined by:

E′ = Escos(δ), (12)

where ES can be determined using the equations 13 and 14 [30], with

1

Er
=

(1− νI2)

EI
+

(1− νS2)

ES
, (13)
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EI and νI are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the indenter, ES and νS are the Young’s

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the sample, respectively, Er is described as

Er =

√
π

2β

S√
A
, (14)

where, A is the projected area of the contact surface, β is a constant value related to the shape of

the indenter (β=1.034 for Berkovich indenter).

Finally, the time window is shifted and the whole procedure is repeated. This provides the value

of loss factor (tan δ) and stiffness over time. Several quality criteria such as residue on load and

displacement fitting, relative difference between identified frequencies on load and displacement, and

relative difference between identified phases are used for eliminating erroneous points and analyzing

the confidence of the values. Finally, the average values is used as the identified loss factor and its

standard deviation is used as error value.

For tests realized with the CSM method, the phase difference is automatically computed by the

nanoindentation software, which does not provide any uncertainty-related information.

All the nanoindentation tests were carried out in force controlled mode at ambient temperature

and 50 % RH. The control of humidity was turned off during measurement to avoid noise effect from

the machine.

• Protocol for unidirectional flax/GreenPoxy composites

The FGUD sample was tested under ’CSM+CAM method’, shown in Figure 3, at room temperature.

For ’CSM method’, the harmonic load was processed during the loading part with a given dynamic

amplitude value of 25 µN until the maximum force of 250 µN was reached. For ’CAM method’, the

harmonic load was processed after reaching the peak load, and the Pmax, Ps and Pdy quantities were

set at a value of 250, 125 and 25 µN, respectively.

In total 144 indent points were carried out on the cross-section of FGUD sample and they were

classified in four series (Figure 5 (a)): Fiber zone (points in flax fiber), Matrix zone (points in resin and

outside of flax fiber), Fiber-Fiber interface (points cover a surface on neighbouring elementary fiber),

Fiber-Matrix interface (points cover a surface on both fiber and resin) [15]. The grid nanoindentation
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with CAM method was carried out in 16 × 9 indenter points with an interval space values of around

4 µm in vertical and horizontal axis at 1 Hz and 5 Hz, as shown in Figure 5 (b).

Fiber zoneMatrix zone 

Fiber-Matrix 

interface

(b)

Y
 (
μ

m
)

4 μm

4
 μ

m

X (μm)

Indent point

1 Hz

5 Hz

4
 μ

m

4 μm

1 μm

2
 μ

m

(a)

Fiber-Fiber 

interface

Figure 5: (a) Micro-structure on the cross-section after nanoindentation tests, (b) Schematic diagram of nanoindenta-
tion for FGUD using CSM + CAM method at 1 Hz and 5 Hz

• DMA tests

DMA tests on pure resin were processed following ASTM D5026-01 under tensile mode using DMA+300

(Metravib) device at ambient temperature. A static displacement of 18 µm and a dynamic displace-

ment of 8 µm were applied to the samples (65 × 10 × 2.5 mm3). The frequency range for each test

were 1-46.4 Hz with 6 values in logarithmic interval and the heating rate was set to 5 ◦C/min with

a 2 minutes hold for each ramp.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Storage modulus

Grid DNI tests were performed on the cross-section of UD flax/GreenPoxy composites. The

storage modulus as a function of the distance between the indent point and fiber edge is shown in

Figure 6 (a) and (b). A positive value in distance corresponds to an indent point located in the

matrix, while a negative value in distance corresponds to an indent point in the fiber zone. The value

of storage modulus varies between 15 and 25 GPa when the indent point is in the fiber wall for both

frequency (1 Hz and 5 Hz) no matter what the method (CSM or CAM) is. These values are close

to the results measured on hemp/GreenPoxy composites by Perrier et al. [15]. The storage modulus

shows a gradual decrease when the indent point is far from the fiber edge (0 µm to 2 µm) due to
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Figure 6: Storage modulus versus distance from fiber edge measured at (a) 1 Hz and (b) 5 Hz, storage modulus of
each components at (c) 1 Hz and (d) 5 Hz based on CSM and CAM (The error bar in the figure corresponds to the
standard deviation)

the disappeared strengthening of adjacent fibers [15]. Then, the storage modulus is almost constant

when the distance is over 2 µm.

The average value of storage modulus in each component including fiber, matrix, Fiber-Fiber

(F-F) interface and Fiber-Matrix (F-M) interface obtained by CSM and CAM method is plotted in

Figure 6 (c) and (d). The error bar corresponds to the standard deviation. The mean value of the

storage modulus in fiber is around 20 GPa and it is close to that measured at F-F interface. For

the matrix zone, a value of around 5 GPa is obtained using DNI, while a value of around 2.7 GPa is

measured by DMA tests. The differences between DNI and DMA measurements can be attributed

to several factors. The first one is related to the uncertainty induced by the surface polishing. The

roughness in the near-surface area and the indentation size effect caused by the blunting of the

indenter tip at the apex can lead to an overestimate of the modulus [31, 32]. In addition, it exists

a large difference in the strain rates and ranges between DMA and DNI. In DNI, measurements are

made on a plastified material. Plastic deformations are induced by the high-pressure levels below the

indenter. These difference between DMA and DNI is often observed in literature [31, 33]. Above all,

in DMA, the mechanical response contains also the ones of the macroscopic defects of the samples
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since the entire sample is deformed, while, in DNI, the defects are tried to be avoided.

Considering the standard deviation of the measurements, it can be concluded that the experi-

mental protocol (CSM or CAM) and frequency (1 Hz or 5 Hz) do not have a significant effect on

the measured storage modulus. In addition, the values of storage modulus measured in fiber-fiber

and fiber-matrix interface may be not accurate due to the influence of the adjacent fiber and the

roughness. Overall, the standard deviation in the fibers and in the interfaces is much larger than the

one in the matrix, which is in accordance with the literature [15]. This is attributed to the intrinsic

variability of the fiber wall and its constituents. Plant fiber has a hierarchical microstructure, and

the constituents (cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, etc) of each micro-layer is also different, which leads

to continuous changes in mechanical properties along the cross-section of the fiber [9]. In addition,

differences in the growth environment may also cause this variability [34].

3.2 Loss factor

Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the loss factor variation from the distance between indent point and

fiber edge. For the measured points at 1 Hz, the value of loss factor in the fiber wall varies between

5 % and 20 % for CSM, while the loss factor is in the range of 2% to 6% when the CAM protocol

is used. At 5 Hz, the value is in the range of 5 % to 10 % when using CSM, and between 2% and

6% with CAM. This difference is also found in matrix zone using CSM (around 6 %) and CAM

(around 4 %). It points out that the experimental protocol (CSM, CAM) has a significant effect

on the measurement of loss factor. The results obtained by CSM have a much higher scattering

compared with that identified using CAM. Similar trend can be found when the indent points are in

the interface zone. In addition, it is important to notice that the comparison between 1 Hz and 5

Hz, even if measured using the same protocol, may be biased since the indent position is not exactly

the same as shown in Figure 5. However, CAM provides similar results both in values and standard

deviation between 1 and 5 Hz, which is not the case for CSM.

Figure 7 (c) and (d) show the mean values of loss factor in fiber wall, matrix, F-F interface and

F-M interface. The loss factor of matrix obtained by DNI are compared with that tested using DMA

method. As shown, the value of loss factor from CAM protocol is close to the one identified by DMA

as well as the results in literature [35, 36], whereas the value from CSM protocol is not. The loss
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Figure 7: Loss factor versus distance from each fiber edge measured at (a) 1 Hz and (b) 5 Hz, loss factor of each
components at (c) 1 Hz and (d) 5 Hz based on CSM and CAM (the error bar in the figure corresponds to the standard
deviation)

factor variation in the fiber zones is obviously larger than in the matrix zone no matter what the

experimental protocol is. The variability levels observed on the loss factor on fibers, interface and

matrix are similar to those obtained for the storage modulus. The underlying physics explaining this

are the same. For the fiber wall, the average value of 4 % obtained by CAM is comparable with that

of cellulose fibers (4 to 4.5 %) measured by Elsayad et al. [37] by Brillouin spectroscopy. In contrast,

the distribution of the loss factor in the matrix zone has a small dispersion level.

The difference in loss factor values measured with CSM and CAM methods is attributed to the

method itself. Indeed, in CSM method, the energy dissipated through irreversible mechanisms is

taken into account when determining the damping capacity. When using CAM, such mechnisms

express themselves in the first loading and unloading phase and then the further determination of the

damping capacity is expected to be mostly related to the viscoelasticity of the material. It is thus

recommended to use the CAM method when working with this type of materials with complex and

inelastic behaviour to ensure a more accurate determination of the damping capacity and viscoelastic

parameters.
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3.3 Map of the dynamic mechanical behavior of FGUD

In order to show the distribution of storage modulus and loss factor on the cross-section of FGUD

more intuitively, the map of storage modulus and loss factor can be plotted using biharmonic spline

interpolation. Figure 8 shows an example using the values measured by CSM and CAM at 5 Hz. It

shows a clear correspondence for the fiber and matrix zone compared with the cross-section in Figure

5 (a).

This kind of map reflects the gradient of storage modulus and damping from the matrix to the

interface and fiber. Besides, the map of loss factor shows the variation between different fibers

attributed to the intrinsic variability of fibers (related to maturity and processing effect) in addition

to the uncertainty of post-processing in CSM or CAM protocol. Some slight differences in the matrix

zone can be interpreted as a difference in local density [25].

Figure 8: Map on the cross-section based on the results from storage modulus and loss factor at 5 Hz using (a) - (b)
CSM and (c) - (d) CAM method on the same sample

Figure 9 provides a graphical representation of the viscoleastic properties along an indentation

line in the grid. This line moves across areas containing successively fiber walls and matrix. The

transition from the fiber to the matrix, i.e. through the interface, is also clear. The results on

the storage modulus are in accordance with the ones reported in literature for hemp/GreenPoxy

composites [15]. Interestingly, it can be observed on the map, that the storage modulus and loss

factor vary non-linearly within the thickness of the fiber wall. The variations can be due to difference
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Figure 9: Map of storage modulus and loss factor on the cross-section of FGUD measured by CAM at 5 Hz

in properties between the different cell wall layers [12, 38].
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4 Conclusions

This article provides an alternative method for in situ damping identification at microscale. The

results obtained with the Constant Amplitude Measurement method (CAM) have been compared to

the ones obtained with the usual Continuous Stiffness Measurement method (CSM).

Firstly, the CAM for damping identification is proposed, based on the use of harmonic forces per-

formed at constant mean and dynamic amplitudes after loading and partial unloading of the sample.

Then, dynamic mechanical characterization is carried out using ’CSM+CAM’ on the cross-section

of flax/GreenPoxy composite. Results show that there is no significant influence from experimental

protocol (CSM or CAM) on storage modulus. The measurement of storage modulus in interface zone

is affected by the adjacent fiber and the roughness.

The loss factor in fiber zone shows a higher scattering than the one in matrix zone due to the

intrinsic variability of the fiber wall and its constituents. Results show the measurement of loss factor

is highly dependent on experimental protocol compared to that of storage modulus.

The value measured using CAM method can decrease the effect of viscoplasticity compared with

CSM. Thus, CAM is recommended to work with the determination of loss factor on the materials

with complex and inelastic behavior. Finally, the average loss factor in flax fiber walls measured based

on CAM is around 4 %. It is important to note that this kind of comparison should be processed on

the same fiber considering the high scattering mechanical properties of plant fiber.

The map of loss factor can show a clear correspondence for each component when compared with

the cross-section, which refers to their contribution on energy dissipation.
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